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INTRODUCTION
Peanut is an important oil crop in China.
It is widely planted all over the country, and depending upon where they are grown
they often form part of an intricate cropping pattern, with or without other food
crops. In some situations, the cropping pattern may be one crop each year, or
maybe three harvests over a two year period. In some areas there may be two or
three harvests each year. This wide range of cropping patterns therefore produce
spring peanut, inter-cropped peanut, summer peanut and/or autumn peanut –
depending upon the time of planting. Such is the importance of the crop to the lives
and economies of many farmers and growers.
The

RLF

Team

have

recently

visited

three

plantations in order to check on the application
effects of RLF products on the spring peanut crop.
The locations involved are:
1. Longan Village, Sanzhen Town, Jiaoling County,
Meizhou City, Guangdong Province
2. Huzhu Village, Changtan Town, Jiaoling County,
Meizhou City, Guangdong Province
3. Xingwang Village, Zengsheng Town, Songyuan
City, Jilin Province
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DETAILS OF THE SITE VISITS

Peanut Plantation No.1

Trial Address

Longan Village, Sanzhen
Guangdong Province

Trial Grower

Zhong Rongfa

Trial Area

0.5 Mu (0.03 hectares)

Town,

Meizhou

City,

4th May 017
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 600
times dilution

Trial Fertiliser
Program

3rd June 2017
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 600
times dilution PLUS 10ml Boron Plus Foliar mixed
with 30 Jin (623 litres) water together with any
required or recommended crop protection chemical
22nd June 2017
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 600
times
dilution
together
with
potassium
di-hydrogen phosphate
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RLF Technical Team member assists with
fertiliser application across the field
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DETAILS OF THE SITE VISITS | Peanut Plantation No. 1

RLF TREATED

CONTROL
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DETAILS OF THE SITE VISITS

Peanut Plantation No.2

Trial Address

Huzhu Village, Changtan
Guangdong Province

Trial Grower

Li Yuping

Trial Area

0.5 Mu (0.03 hectares)

Town,

Meizhou

City,

4th May 017
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 600
times dilution

Trial Fertiliser
Program

3rd June 2017
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 600
times dilution PLUS 10ml Boron Plus Foliar mixed
with 30 Jin (623 litres) water together with any
required or recommended crop protection chemical
22nd June 2017
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 600
times
dilution
together
with
potassium
di-hydrogen phosphate
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RLF Technical Team member assists with
fertiliser application across the field
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DETAILS OF THE SITE VISITS | Peanut Plantation No. 2

RLF TREATED

CONTROL
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS ACHIEVED | Comparing the productivity and yield
Comparison results showed that those peanut plants sprayed with RLF products promoted the early maturing of the peanut and had the more
pronounced effect on grain plumpness. The RLF-treated peanuts produced full particles, had good shape, were uniform in size and the leaves
were plump and glossy without impurities.
These are all excellent indicators of a healthy and productive crop.

RLF TREATED

CONTROL
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS ACHIEVED | Comparing the leaves

RLF TREATED

CONTROL
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS ACHIEVED | Comparing the plumpness

RLF TREATED

CONTROL
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS ACHIEVED | Comparing the peanut seed size

RLF TREATED

CONTROL
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DETAILS OF THE SITE VISITS

Peanut Plantation No.3
A different fertiliser program was designed for this particular demonstration field
situated in the Northeast of China.

Trial Address

Xingwang Village, Zengsheng Town, Songyuan City,
Jilin Province

Trial Observation
Date

6th August 2017

Trial Area

0.5 Mu (0.03 hectares)
Resettling growth stage
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 1200
times dilution PLUS Boron Plus Foliar at 2500
times dilution

Trial Fertiliser
Program

Deep root penetration stage
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 1000
times dilution PLUS Calcium Plus Foliar at 2500
times dilution
Fruit swelling stage
Foliar spray with Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar at 1000
times dilution PLUS Potassium Plus Foliar at 2500
times dilution
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS
Four farmers were asked to pull out, at random, a sample of peanuts from their peanut fields for comparison.

The four samples pulled for comparison
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS | Comparing productivity and yield

CONTROL

RLF TREATED
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS | Comparing strength and stem thickness

CONTROL

RLF TREATED

It quickly becomes obvious that there are great differences in leaf colour, branch thickness, general plant strength and fruit quantity between the
RLF-treated and Control fields.
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS | Comparing plant compactness and length

RLF TREATED

64cm

58cm

CONTROL
RLF-treated plants have sure signs of vigorous growth whilst controlling the targeted effects and development of the fruit.
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS | Comparing the leaf

CONTROL

RLF TREATED

Comparison of leaf colour and the vein of the peanut top growth shows that the Control field leaf colour is shallow and the vein is yellow. Whilst
in the RLF-treated field, the leaf colour is consistently dark, shiny green.
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THE EXCELLENT RESULTS | Comparing fruit quantity (yield)

CONTROL

RLF TREATED

The total fruit number comparison of the four randomly pulled samples
Fruit

quantity

on

just

one

plant

is

clearly
3 Peanut
seeds

2 Peanut
seeds

1 Peanut
seed

Not ripe
peanut

Total
number

Control

16

11

9

8

44

RLF Treated

36

8

3

7

54

demonstrated with the Control field having 11
peanuts and the RLF-treated field having 30
peanuts. Such a big difference in quantity has a
positive

impact

on

overall

yield

income potential.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE TELLS THE STORY BETTER THAN WORDS

CONTROL

RLF TREATED
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE TELLS THE STORY BETTER THAN WORDS

(left) RLF Sales Manager Zhang Zhen

(right) a happy local retailer

The retailers are happy to see the test results. They gain a great sense of accomplishment by delivering such a good product to local farmers.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE TELLS THE STORY BETTER THAN WORDS

The demonstration farmer is also very satisfied with the application effects of RLF products and happily posed for a photograph with RLF Sales
Manager Zhang Zhen.
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SUMMARY | Products Used
By sharing demonstration results and farmer stories such as these the information is circulated about the excellent results being achieved with an
RLF liquid crop nutrition fertiliser program. These fertiliser programs, always adapted to the growing conditions (and expected climatic effects) are
all part of the modern fertiliser practice revolution. As demonstrated in these three peanut plantation trials it can be seen how beneficial a targeted
crop nutrition program can be.
The range of RLF products used in these three fertiliser programs all deliver their benefits during different cycles of the peanut growing cycle.
They are all easy to use, cost effective, soil sustaining (as they add much to the natural soil fertility and build up of organic matter for future crops)
and deliver outstanding yield outcomes.
These products are:

Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar

Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar is a High-analysis Broad-spectrum Solution
(HBS) with 12 perfectly balanced nutrients delivered through the leaf. It is
highly concentrated and applies the optimum amount of nutrient needed
by the plant with a single application. Broadacre Plus Ultra Foliar gives
the plant the ability to guard against soil nutrient variability and deficiency
and ensures greater plant protection, increased growth and improved
yield qualities.
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SUMMARY | Products Used
Boron Plus Foliar
Boron Plus is a foliar fertiliser that delivers high quality boron to the plant
through the leaf when a boron plant disorder is recognised and
established. Foliar application is the most efficient and effective way to
deliver boron to the plant as it bypasses the soil hurdles by delivering the
remedy directly to the entire crop through the leaf. Boron Plus fixes plant
boron deficiency which is caused by insufficient boron in the soil, or
created by low mobility in plant.

Calcium Plus Foliar
Calcium Plus is a foliar fertiliser that delivers high quality calcium to the
plant through the leaf when a calcium plant disorder is recognised and
established. Foliar application is the most efficient and effective way to
deliver calcium to the plant as it bypasses the soil by delivering the
remedy directly to the entire crop through the leaf. Calcium Plus fixes
plant calcium deficiency which is caused by insufficient calcium in the soil,
or created by low transportation of the whole plant.
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SUMMARY | Products Used
Potassium Plus Foliar
Potassium Plus is a foliar fertiliser that delivers high quality potassium to
the plant through the leaf when a potassium plant disorder is recognised
and established. Foliar application is the most efficient and effective way
to deliver potassium to the plant as it bypasses the soil by delivering the
remedy directly to the entire crop through the leaf. Potassium Plus fixes
plant potassium deficiency which is caused by insufficient potassium in
the soil, or created by more demand during new vegetative growth or yield
build-up as in fruit bulking.
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THANK YOU FOR VIEWING
THIS REVIEW
www.ruralliquidfertilisers.com

Presented by :

Melanie Wu, Deputy General Manager, RLF China

Translated by :

Echo Dong
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